A BETTER PLACE TO WORK

CHAPTER 4
NOTES ABOUT POSITIVE ORGANIZING

My three biggest take-aways from Robert Quinn’s Tedx Talk are:
1.
2.
3.
Please share your take-aways with the other participants on the
private group Facebook page
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THE 5 PRINCIPLES OF POSITIVE ORGANIZATIONS ARE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Focused Writing
One year from now, what positive characteristics would I like my team
or organization to have?
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Abundance Gaps:
Take another 10 minutes to list the gaps between where you want to be
and where you are now.
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TEAM AND ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICES
Do the 5 Quick Assessments with your team. Collate the results and at
your next team meeting, discuss which area you need to focus on first to
shift your team in a more positive direction.
Use these assessments throughout your organization to get a baseline of
how your employees see these five practices playing out. After you have a
baseline, determine what practices will help you close your abundance
gaps. One reference that shares practices from other positive organizations
is the Positive Organization Generator in the appendices of The Positive
Organization: Breaking Free from Conventional Cultures, Constraints and
Beliefs by Robert Quinn (2015). Write down three practices that may help
you to move in a positive direction. How will you customize these practices
to fit your culture?

1.

2.

3.

Add new practices that you plan to implement to your Through-Line Plan
(go back to Module 1 or 2 to find the Through-Line Plan template and save
it on your computer for future use.)
Don’t forget to keep doing your daily gratitude. We’ve included the
Gratitude Journal page in this module again for you to print off or use
online.) Please save this on your computer for future use
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